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Monthly Market Insights
Venture Capital
92% of funding rounds for 31% of funds invested
Switzerland constantly ranks among the most innovative
countries, currently being 4th on the Bloomberg list of
World’s Most Innovative Countries and 1st on the Global
Innovation Index. In contrast with this impressive
background, the latest Swiss Venture Capital Report
confirmed once again that Switzerland is lagging in risk
capital culture required to domestically fuel its innovative
start-up landscape. While total investment increased by a
very positive 85.5% to CHF 2.3 bn YoY, the two structural
weaknesses persist: 1) the vast proportion of rounds brings
in tiny drops of liquidity with 92% of the funding rounds in
2019 averaging below CHF 3 m 2) foreign VC funds dominate
the market and take the lion’s share on basically every larger
deal, thereby driving the VC market growth and harvesting
the fruits of innovation and future wealth generation.
The scarcity of traditional investment opportunities in
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Switzerland did not spill over into domestic venture capital
demand up to date despite abundant availability of funds.
>10x Debt / effective EBITDA in high number of PE deals
Direct Lending
Two years ago FT warned that private credit funds had,
fueled by booming private equity and boosted by mounting
dry powder, lowered lending standards through EBITDA addbacks and cov-lite, creating in fact a new space for subinvestment grade debt. Institutional Investor very recently
provided a concerning update: Average LBO debt portions of
65%, PE deals that raise additional debt to pay interest, deal
multiples of as high as 16x GAAP EBITDA, highly aggressive
EBITDA definitions with very few borrowers meeting their
own projections, and a majority of private equity funds now
channeled to loss-making companies, considered a “no-go”
not long ago. Amid rising dry powder, yields are nevertheless
pushed lower, and default avoided by refinancing debt pre
maturity with covenants amended borrower-friendly.
Europe did not stand aside, with mega-funds raising loads of
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capital to be deployed in the near future. Common sense
suggests that a soft landing is increasingly less likely. Fasten
your seat belt!
High-yield issuers’ ride to steepen across EMEA
Rating market
Rating actions across EMEA turned decisively negative
towards year end 2019 with most downgrades occurring on
high-yield turf. Nevertheless, 2019 has witnessed the lowest
number of defaults since 2014 according to Moody's.
However, the surge in speculative-grade companies over the
last decade is fueling downgrade and default risks. The “B”rated corporates now account for around 40% of total
ratings. Mitigating factors such as low interest rates and
modest refinancing needs offer some support. Nevertheless,
the default rate is set to more than double to 4% towards
year end. Industries across EMEA prone to higher default
rates include retail, hotel & leisure, media, capital equipment
and durable consumer goods. This said, geopolitical and
trade tensions, future Brexit implications, or pandemic risks
could severally hamper the economy. Last but not least, the
massive expansion in cov-lite bonds & loans could cause a
#rollercoaster for default rates in 2020 and beyond.
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